DEFINITY, BROADLOOM & CARPET TILE

CRAFTED CONVERGENCE
Crafted Convergence is featured in Durkan’s innovative Definity technology which redefines luxury performance with patterning and textures never before seen in the industry. Enhanced surface detailing provides more than twice the definition of any other high-end hospitality carpet. Durkan’s exclusive technology creates precision sculpted dimension for incredible visual and tactile experiences.

Crafted Convergence, an intriguing soft surface portfolio inspired by Durkan’s collaboration with the Museum of Indian Arts & Culture and the Museum of International Folk Art in Santa Fe, N.M. The Crafted Convergence patterns draw inspiration from broad and varied sources: from Native American pottery and basketry to Japanese and African garments. Translating the inspiration into Durkan’s broadloom and carpet plank, the design team chose to honor the original materials rather than replicate them. The collection celebrates the skillful use of negative and positive space so elegantly rendered in the handmade originals from cultures continents apart.
1. Embroidered and appliquéd coat. Ainu People. Hokkaido, Japan. late 19th c.
4. Water Jar. Zuni Pueblo, New Mexico. c. 1910
Crafted Convergence is available in Definity, PDI and CYP constructions. Each product type utilizes a different manufacturing process which can yield variations in color and texture. Please refer to the guide below for specific color information.

**Definity**
Durkan’s innovative Definity technology is available in up to 12 colors and features our unique precision sculpted technology which explores and emphasizes dimensional effects.

![Definity Patterns](image)

Shown, right and opposite page: QTFFA64895-MW454

**PDI**
Durkan’s Precision Dye Injected (PDI) construction offers a range of patterns available in 12 colors.

![PDI Patterns](image)

Shown, right: FA65614-MW454

**CYP**
Durkan’s Computer Yarn Placement (CYP) construction offers a range of patterns available in 6 colors.

![CYP Patterns](image)

Shown, right: UTFA65613-MW454

C: Cut, L: Loop, LL: Lower Loop, DD: Double Density
QTFFA64895-MW454
15' (w) X 25' (l)
Broadloom
QTWFA64900-MW454
15’ (w) X 15’ (l)
Halfdrop Broadloom
QTWFA64898-MW454
15' (w) X 15'6" (l)
Broadloom

070056  070035  910009  080091  090060  970006  270002  6154  050043  080091L  970006L
QTWFA65398-MW454
12' (w) X 12' (l)
Broadloom
QTWFA64903-MW454
12' (w) x 33'4" (l)
Broadloom
QTWFA65392-MW454
12' (w) X 16'8" (l)
Broadloom

Shown at left with Malveno Woods 985 Grounded
Crafted Convergence Collection

BROADLOOM & CARPET TILE

2. Embroidered and appliquéd jacket. Hokkaido, Japan. c. 1880

2. Embroidered and appliquéd jacket. Hokkaido, Japan. c. 1880

2. Embroidered and appliquéd jacket. Hokkaido, Japan. c. 1880.

R12G307
18” (w) X 24” (l)
Broadloom

R12G301 | R12G306 | R12G308
Color: New Vintage 957
12” (w) X 36” (l)
Carpet Tile
At our showrooms, you can explore your flooring options in photorealistic environments with our state-of-the-art, fully immersive virtual reality system. Contact your local Durkan sales representative to experience this amazing VR tool for yourself.
Durkan's VISUAL INTERACTIVE STUDIO (VIS) offers a suite of design services to help you craft and perfect every aspect of your flooring selection.

Visit our website to customize the colors of a range of carpet patterns with our Ready to Design tool, or create striking layouts in carpet tile with the DesignFlex Visualizer. The VIS can provide hi-res renderings of 2D floor perspectives and 3D room scenes for all your design needs. The Ready to Design color customization tool provides you with the creative flexibility you want, the ability to order the quantity you need—without excessive minimum purchase requirements—and speedy delivery options!

To learn more or to get started on your next project, visit us at durkan.com
CRAFTED CONVERGENCE is featured in Durkan's innovative Definity technology which redefines luxury performance with patterning and textures never before seen in the industry. Enhanced surface detailing provides more than twice the definition of any other high-end hospitality carpet. Durkan's exclusive technology creates precision sculpted dimension for incredible visual and tactile experiences.

Please contact your rep or visit www.durkan.com for more information.
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